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YORKSHIRE WRITERS, 1900-1950 

Thanks to everyone who came to our event about some less well-known Yorkshire writers on the 25 

October 2013, part of Sheffield's Off the Shelf literary festival.  

David Copeland spoke about Willie Riley (1866-1961), author of Windyridge (1912) and 38 more books 

(see p. 3). David persuasively argued that Riley is, above all, a good read. Such was his persuasion that he 

sold 20 copies of a new edition of Windyridge, which comes complete with an introduction by David. One 

member of the audience emailed me afterwards to say, 'It was a most enjoyable and illuminating after-

noon.  It's a good job I live at the bus terminus because I was very absorbed in Windyridge by the time I 

got home on Friday and I might have been in danger of missing a request stop!'  

 

Professor Marion Shaw gave a talk about Winifred Holtby, and in particular Holtby's novel South 

Riding (1936).  Holtby is probably the most well-remembered novelist of the three; South Riding, 

Marion told us, had never been out of print. Holtby's subject matter - local government in east York-

shire - may not sound very appealing, but I can attest that this novel is a very good read indeed.  

Professor Chris Hopkins spoke on Phyllis Bentley (1894-1977), a writer who is now primarily remem-

ber for Inheritance (1932). Interestingly, Inheritance was adapted for television by Granada in 1967, 

the same year that the BBC adapted John Galsworthy's Forsyte Saga. Both television companies 

chose to adapt popular family sagas from the early twentieth century for their first big-budget dra-

mas, with Bentley's story of Yorkshire's textile industry a northern contrast to Galsworthy's metro-

politan saga of the London upper-middle classes.  

 

 

Phyllis Bentley  wrote a fascinating article in 1968 called ‘Yorkshire and the Novelist’. Why, she asks,  

has Yorkshire so many novelists? What has Yorkshire to offer, that ‘causes writers of fiction to flour-

ish so abundantly within her borders?’. One reason is the sheer size of the county, and the variety of 

landscape, people and industries found within it. Another is the uninterrupted tradition of writing, 

established by the Brontës; to become a writer here, while still rash, is not considered beyond the 

pale. Yorkshire, Bentley argues, is a fertile ground for stories, for ‘owing to its geography and its his-

tory, it teems with contrasts. Contrasts, especially among people of obstinate and independent char-

acter, produce conflicts, and all plots are founded upon conflict.’ 

Finally, Bentley concludes, Yorkshire fiction, in all its great variety, has in common realism: a 

‘determined preoccupation with ordinary people and ordinary lives. [...] Yorkshire writers avoid the 

fine and frilly; circumlocutions, lengthy explanations, elaborate similes and metaphors do not appeal 

to them; they say what they mean’. (Phyllis Bentley, ‘Yorkshire and the Novelist’, Kenyon Review, 30, 

1968, pp. 509-522.) 

The Yorkshire Writers event was discussed in a four-page article by Stephen McClarence in the Satur-

day magazine of the Yorkshire Post on 12th October 2013. (This can be found online at 

www.yorkshirepost.co.uk.)  

Yorkshire writers avoid the fine and frilly; they say what they mean. 
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WILLIE RILEY, WINDYRIDGE AND HERBERT JENKINS 

Willie Riley is another of those authors who 

were extremely popular in their day and 

are almost entirely forgotten now, that we special-

ise in at the Sheffield Hallam collection. 

Riley, a businessman from Bradford, published 

his first novel, Windyridge, in 1912 when he was 

in his forties. It was written, not for publication, 

but to cheer up some friends who had recently 

been bereaved. When his story was completed his 

wife and friends thought it so good they per-

suaded Riley to submit it to a publisher. 

Windyridge is the story of Grace, a 35-year-old 

woman who tires of the noise of London, and 

takes a cottage for a year in the Yorkshire Dales. It 

is a gentle, romantic story about the 'call of the 

heather', with a strong Christian sensibility. Riley 

was a committed Methodist, and his Christian 

values, along with his feeling for the landscape of 

Yorkshire, is a theme in all his novels. 

The publisher Riley picked out of a hat was Her-

bert Jenkins, a newly formed firm. Jenkins took a 

risk on this unknown author - who he assumed to 

be a 'Miss' Riley - and Windyridge became a best-

seller. Jenkins would eventually describe the 

novel as 'one of the most popular first-novels ever 

published'. 

Jenkins was a canny marketer. He identified three 

key markets for the book: 'Yorkshire', 

'Methodism', and 'The Idyllic'. Copies of 

Windyridge were sent to Yorkshire booksellers 

with a special cover band stating 'The Great York-

shire Novel'. Those sent to strongly Methodist 

towns had a cover band stating 'The Great Meth-

odist Novel'. When a reviewer compared 

Windyridge to Cranford, Jenkins began market-

ing the book in literary circles as 'The New Cran-

ford'. In 1912 this targeted approach was ex-

tremely modern! 

Jenkins also saw the appealing romance of the 

Windyridge by W. Riley, published by Herbert 

Jenkins in 1912 
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WILLIE RILEY, WINDYRIDGE AND HERBERT JENKINS 

story of Riley writing the novel for his distressed friends, and put this account on the dust jacket, to 

Riley's annoyance. 

As a writer, Riley never looked back. He published a novel or sometimes two every year for the 

next 30 years. 

A mark of how obscure Riley has been become is that not one of the very knowledgeable people in our 

collection reading group had heard of him. I am very grateful to David Copeland for bringing him to 

our attention and generously donating a set of Riley's novels to the collection.  

The University of Bradford library have an archive of Riley material in their Special Collec-

tion, including manuscripts, correspondence, press cuttings, notebooks , photographs and albums.  

I always have a good look at the prelims and end papers in books in the collection, and in books pub-

lished by Herbert Jenkins they are particularly interesting. In the front there is a page titled ‘What 

this story is about’; a more unusual feature than you might think.  

"One enthusiastic reader of The Herbert Jenkins' Wireless writes that 
it has enabled him to discontinue his subscription to Punch and The 
Times Literary Supplement!" 

Most novels of this period don’t have this kind of informa-

tion or if they do it is on the dust jacket, which is often 

missing. At the end of later Riley books there’s six pages 

of other novels published by Herbert Jenkins, and then on 

the last page there is an advertisement for ‘The Herbert 

Jenkins Wireless’. 

Riley’s publishers Herbert Jenkins clearly believed in tell-

ing his readers the facts - or telling them they were getting 

the facts, which is not quite the same thing! I particularly 

like idea that a reader can now give up their subscription 

to Punch and the Times Literary Supplement. Jenkins 

was well ahead of his times in they way he marketed his 

books; I wonder if any other publishers of the period did 

something similar?  

To find out more about Riley see David Copeland's web-

site www.willieriley.org.uk. The material in this post has 

been drawn from David's introduction to a new edition of 

Windyridge, published by Jeremy Mills Publishers Ltd., 

of Huddersfield. 

http://www.bradford.ac.uk/library/special-collections/collections/w-riley-archive-and-book-collection/
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CRUMBLING PAPERBACKS 

The majority of the books in the collection 
are hardbacks. Most of the paperbacks are 
more modern reprints. This is partly be-
cause paperback were rare before Pen-
guin’s ‘paperback revolution’ in the 1930s, 
but it is also because paperbacks fall apart. 
 
Paperback are not simply more fragile be-
cause they lack hard covers; in fact the pro-
duction processes and paper used are both 
different. Paperbacks are usually printed 
on high-acid wood pulp paper, which yel-
lows and becomes brittle on exposure to 
the atmosphere, unlike the hardbacks 
printed on alkaline papers.  
 
Pan books are a good example: very few 
survive from the 1940s and 50s, and we 
have just three (pictured) in the collection. 
They undercut Penguin by printing in Paris 
on very low quality wood pulp paper, and 
even maintained their own barge on the 
Seine, the Lalun, to transport their books 
cheaply to port.  
 

Pan were launched in 1944, and were jointly owned by Alan Bott and The Book Society, which he 
founded in 1929. Initial print runs were for 25,000 copies. 
 
These books are held together by ‘perfect’ binding. Rather splendidly, the process is not named 
‘perfect’ in an ambitious branding exercise, but for its American inventor, Mr Perfect. Adapted for 
long print runs, perfect binding involves the ends of the book sections being sliced off, and the result-
ing loose pages then being glued into a card case. The glue dries out over time, whereupon loose pages 
fall out and the spines tend to crack as the book is read. 
 
The publishing historian Iain Stevenson describes this as an early example of ‘planned obsolescence’.  
I’m not sure. More an example of goods  simply made as cheaply as possible? 
 
Sources: Iain Stevenson, Book Makers: British Publishing in the Twentieth Century. London: British 
Library, 2010, see page 155 and 163. Pan Paperback Collectors Website www.tikit.net. 

Pan paperbacks in the collection from the late 1940s and 50s 

OFF THE SHELF, OCTOBER 2014 

For next year's Off the Shelf festival we plan to have an event on Romance Novelists, inspired by our 

reading of Ethel M Dell, and the wonderful donation of romance novels we have received. 
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LOOKING INSIDE THE BOOKS.... 

 

The reverse is labelled 'Book Mark' to dispel any doubt; below right an impromptu book mark 

Inside The Severins by Mrs Alfred Sidgwick (1909) 

At the collection we like to see evidence 
that the book has been read. Many of 
the books have library stamps, often 
from private libraries that no longer 
exist.  
 
Occasionally, and delightfully, elderly 
bookmarks fall out. Here we have a 
purpose-made book mark and a flyer 
for the 'St Pancras People's Theatre' 
which claims that: 'Theatre is the most 
potent cultural influence in modern life 
and no community can afford to let it 
be neglected or debased.' 

Above left: The Major's Candlesticks by George A. Birmingham (1929)  found many readers at the 

Derby Railway Institute Library in the 1930s 
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RECENT DONATIONS TO THE COLLECTION 

Inside Wild Winds by Louise Gerard (pictured on cover) 

Many thanks to the Adsetts Centre who have agreed to expand the Collection area to all four walls of 

the specially built ‘pod’! We now have over 1,000 books filling three walls and are sure it won’t take 

long to fill the fourth. 

Many thanks for their donations go to:  

Laura Vivanco for a collection of romance novels, many from the publisher Mills and Boon; David 

Copeland for a set of the novels of Willie Riley; Dorothy Cooke for a collection of novels by Elizabeth 

Goudge; Nicolas Hawkes for novels by Elizabeth Taylor and Rosamond Lehmann. 

Thanks also to Sir Norman Adsetts and Thecla Wilkinson. 

The sharp-eyed may spot that the 'Red Circle' and 'Handy' Libraries ticket is stamped 'Snig Hill', 

which is in Sheffield. This book can be said to have come home again after many years.  

Elizabeth Goudge novels  
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DONATIONS 

Most of the books in the Collection have been donated by the public, 

and we would be delighted to receive more interesting early editions of 

well-loved novels. 

EVENTS 

We hold a collection event once a year, with talks, film screenings and 

the opportunity to meet other people interested in popular fiction of 

the period. They are free and open to all. 

READING GROUPS 

The reading groups are held on the first Monday and second Tuesday 

of the month at 5.30 until 7pm.  

CATALOGUING - HOW TO CONTRIBUTE 

The collection catalogue contains a wealth of data on the novels and 

can be searched by genre, subject and donor. We are now collecting 

even more data, including plot summaries and references to other 

novels and writers within the novels. This will enable more 

sophisticated searches of this exciting research resource. We are 

actively seeking contributions to this data collection. If you are reading 

a novel that we hold in the collection, you could help us by filling in 

one of our detailed cataloguing forms. See http://www.middlebrow-

network.com/SpecialCollection/ or contact Erica Brown. 

ABOUT THE COLLECTION 

We collect popular fiction pub-

lished between 1900 and 1950, 

and aim to reflect the wide range 

of literary tastes during the pe-

riod. 

The collection consists of over 100 

novels, most in early editions, by 

240 different authors. It is impor-

tant to collect and research these 

novels because these are what the 

majority of people read. Many are 

forgotten now, but they were the 

best-sellers and lending library 

favourites of their day! These nov-

els therefore have the potential to 

reveal an enormous amount about 

readerships, attitudes to reading, 

and cultural life. They are rarely 

preserved systematically else-

where. University libraries have 

never collected this type of fiction, 

while public libraries disposed of 

such books once they fell out of 

fashion. 

CONTACT 

Erica Brown 

Humanities Department 

Owen Building 

Sheffield Hallam University 

Sheffield S1 1WB 

e.brown@shu.ac.uk 

0114 2254003 

Read book reviews at the collection blog 

http://reading19001950.wordpress.com/ 

Search the library catalogue  

http://catalogue.shu.ac.uk/ 

Visit the collection 

Level 2, Adsetts Centre, City Campus,  

Sheffield Hallam University 

http://reading19001950.wordpress.com/

